
COMPARATIVES (ER)

Fill in the blanks with the correct comparatives.

hot  __________________

big  __________________

fit ____________________

slow __________________

weak _________________

deep _________________

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.  brave  __________________

8.  light ____________________

9.  cold_____________________

10. heavy __________________

11.  loud ____________________

12. noisy____________________

e.g. tall--> taller

Name: Date:



COMPARATIVES (ER)
Name: Date:

Look at  the pictures. Circle the correct answers.

My cup of tea is hotter/hoter/hot

than the iced lemon tea.

The pineapple is

biger/bigger/smaller than the

strawberry.

Blueberries are

healthy/healthyer/healthier than

French fries.

The tortoise  is 

slower /slow/slowwer than the

hare.

The kitten is 

bigger/smaler/smaller than the

dog.



COMPARATIVES (MORE) 

5. good    _____________              6. bad ________________

7. much    _____________              8. many ______________

9. little      _____________              10. few _______________

Name: Date:

Fill in the blanks with the correct comparatives.

hardworking               ______________________________

helpful                          ______________________________

wonderful                    ______________________________

difficult                        ______________________________

1.

2.

3.

4.

e.g. beautiful--> more beautiful



COMPARATIVES (MORE)

Name: Date:

1. (expensive) 

Silver is ______________________.

Gold is ________________________ than

silver.

2. (careless)

My sister is __________________.

I am __________________________ than my

sister.

3. (delicious)

Chocolate is ____________________.

Ice cream is _____________________

_______________________ than chocolate.

4. (difficult)

The English test was____________________.

The Chinese test was __________________

__________________ than the Chinese test.

Write the correct form verb of adjectives.



SUPERLATIVES (EST) 

1. old->               oldest               olddest          oldiest

2. light->           lighttest            lighest            lightest

3. fat->               fatiest              fattest            fatest

4. huge->           huggest          hugeest         hugest

5. poor->            poorest           poorrest        pooriest

6. naughty-> naughtyest      naughtest     naughtiest

7. cute->            cuttest            cutest            cuttyest

Name: Date:

Color the correct superlatives.

e.g. pretty-> prettiest



COMPARISONS (ER/EST) 
READ THE TABLE. FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH THE CORRECT FORM
OF THE ADJECTIVES.

Name: Date:



1. The couch is the 

   most comfortable.

2. The story book is 

    the most interesting.

3. The spaghetti tastes 

    the best.

SUPERLATIVES (MOST) 

Name: Date:

Correct the correct picture.



1. Jenny is more beautifuler than Kim.                       

                   

2. A tiger runs faster then a lion.

3. Elephant is the bigger animal in the world.

4. Cartoons are interesting than books.

5. I have much work to do today than yesterday. 

6. This path is narrowwer than the main road.

7. The orange tree is as bigger as the apple tree.  

8.  My shoes are cleanner than my brother's.

Name: Date:

MIXED COMPARISONS 
Can you spot the mistakes?

Underline the mistake in each sentence and put the correct answer

above it. Insert a caret (^) for the missing word and write the missing

word above it. Put a cross (x) over the unnecessary word.


